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Phenomena of nonlinear light-matter interaction that occur during the propagation of intense ultrashort
laser pulses in continuous media have been extensively studied in ultrafast optical science. In this vibrant
research field, conversion of the input laser beam into optical filament(s) is commonly encountered. Here,
we demonstrate generation of distinctive single or double super-luminescent optical jet beams as a result of
strong spatial-temporal nonlinear interaction between focused 50 fs millijoule laser pulses and their
induced micro air plasma. Such jet-like optical beams, being slightly divergent and coexisting with severely
distorted conical emission of colored speckles, are largely different from optical filaments, and obtainable
when the focal lens of proper f-number is slightly tilted or shifted. Once being collimated, the jet beams can
propagate over a long distance in air. These beams not only reveal a potentially useful approach to coherent
optical wave generation, but also may find applications in remote sensing.

P
ropagation of intense ultrashort laser pulses has encompassed many important nonlinear optical phenom-
ena such as self-focusing1,2, supercontinuum generation3, conical emission4 etc. In particular, as a generic
phenomenon, optical filaments have been extensively studied over the last three decades5–8. While the

spatial and temporal aspects of Kerr effect and plasma related refractive index changes, interplaying with the
linear dispersion and diffraction, are regarded as the primary mechanisms for light filament formation, other
nonlinear effects including modulation instability9, self-steepening10, four-wave mixing11, third harmonic gen-
eration12 and stimulated Raman scattering13 can also contribute to various characteristics of optical filaments.

One of the key parameters in characterizing a great majority of nonlinear interactions between an ultrashort
laser pulse and the medium is the amount of overall nonlinear phase shift experienced by the propagating laser
pulse. This nonlinear phase shift is normally compounded by the light-matter interaction strength and the
effective interaction length. In practice, it is possible that the same amount of nonlinear phase shift can be resulted
from either smaller refractive index change but a longer interaction length or a more significant refractive index
change with a shorter interaction length. Optical filaments fall into the first category where both beam guiding
and intensity clamping are present because of the delicate dynamic balance between Kerr lensing effect and
defocusing effect of laser-induced plasma. In this regime initial laser beams are not or only weakly focused for
most cases and hence the nonlinear refractive index change is limited to a relatively smaller value14. For tighter
focusing, however, strong ionization at the focus can take place and this may effectively hinder the formation of
optical filaments. Therefore, this leads to the second category of nonlinear interaction, namely, stronger nonlinear
interaction but also shorter interaction length. For liquid or solid materials this regime of nonlinear interaction is
often accompanied by optical breakdown and/or severe material damage15,16.

In this study, we report the observation of a novel phenomenon of the generation of brilliant jet light beams
emanating from the micro air plasma induced by a relatively tight focused near-infrared femtosecond laser
pulses17,18. The single or double super-luminescent jet beam(s) (SJBs) that occur at the specific outskirt position
of the severely distorted conical emission (CE) are obtained when the plano-convex focal lens of 100 mm focal
length is properly shifted or tilted (See Methods). It is found that four-wave mixing (FWM) accompanied by beam
symmetry breakup in CE is responsible for the formation of single and double SJBs.

Results
Generation of super-luminescent jet beams. Fig. 1a shows the schematic diagram for SJBs generation, in which
1 kHz, 50 fs laser pulses with ,2.3 mJ pulse energy propagate right to left. (The two dashed arrow lines in Fig. 1a
mark the usual diffraction if the incident pulse energy is low enough so that no air plasma is produced at the lens
focus). In the case of ordinary air ionization, the focal lens on the right is placed normal, as well as centered, to the
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incident beam (namely there is neither lens tilt nor transverse shift),
and a fairy circular conical emission beam will thus be expected.
From this reference point a small transverse shift of the lens leads
to the generation of a single jet beam and a slight and proper lens tilt
can result in the double jet beams which are as indicated by the two
narrow cone beams on the left of Fig. 1a. Note that in our
experiments the central axis of the focal lens is tilted always
horizontally, and correspondingly the observed double super-
luminescent jet beams also appear in the horizontal plane.
Nevertheless, it is verified that the two jet beams will occur in the

vertical plane if the direction of the lens axis tilt is made in the vertical
direction.

It is found that the SJBs can be observed for 50 fs laser pulses only
when the incident excitation power (measured right before the focal
lens) is above 0.8 W. The split angle of the double SJBs (Fig. 1b right)
increases from 15u to 16uwhen the pump power is raised from 0.8 W
to 2.3 W. In addition to the laser power, pulse duration also affects
the SJBs generation. For example, at 2 W average power, when the
laser pulses are frequency-chirped and close to 0.5 ps, the jet beams
are no longer observed. Compared with relatively stronger/weaker

Figure 1 | Super-luminescent jet beams (SJBs) generation and the difference & link between the conical emission (CE) and single (middle column) and
double (right column) SJBs. (a) Schematic diagram of the SJB generation. If the generation of the micro plasma is of good rotational or cylindrical

symmetry like in the case of 0u lens tilt, a fairy circular CE beam will be expected. As the symmetry is disrupted via lens transverse shift or tilt, single or

double SJBs are produced. (b) Side view pictures of CE and SJBs. (c) Cross sections of the transmitted beam patterns for CE and SJBs after passing through

the focal point. (d) Respective spectra measured at the indicated locations of CE and jet beams. The exhibited spectra of the nearly same spectral features

show that four-wave mixing is most likely the primary nonlinear process that contributes to the specific color of CE and SJBs.
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focusing lens with 50 mm/150 mm focal length, the lens of 100 mm
focal length leads to the best results in terms of brightness and clear-
ness of SJBs observed. All the results given in this paper are obtained
with the focal lens of 100 mm focal length.

Characteristics of super-luminescent jet beams. The SJBs ejected
from the micro air plasma are clearly shown in the side view pictures
of SJBs in Fig. 1b, which are captured by an ordinary color digital
camera (C5050Z, Olympus) (For enlarged single and double SJBs see
Supplementary Fig. S1). The cross sections of the transmitted beam
patterns for CE and SJBs after passing through the focal point are
compared in Fig. 1c. These three pictures are obtained by
intercepting the transmitted laser beams with a piece of white
paper placed 1 meter away from the focal region. It can be seen
that for 0u lens tilt, the recorded beam cross section is approxi-
mately circular with strong glowing yellowish area around its
perimeter. (In this case when a piece of white paper is used to
intercept sideways the transmitting light, the typical cone-shaped
light emission is captured (Supplementary Fig. S2d)). Presence of
the single/double jet beams is also evidenced by the corresponding
single/double bright spots marked with the closed dot lines in the
middle and right pictures of Fig. 1c. In the case of single SJB, the
position of the bright and yellowish spot is always determined by
the direction of the focal lens shift. In particular, if the lens shifts
towards left/right by approximately 2 mm, the single jet beam will
appear on the left/right side of the disrupted conical emission. For
the double jet beams, however, they always appear nearly symme-
trically distributed in relative to the central axis when the angle of
lens tilt is near 7 degree. The ‘‘cerebral sulci and gyri’’ like beam
profiles associated with single/double SJBs shown in the middle/
right pictures in Fig. 1c are dramatically different from that of
corresponding normal conical emission (the left picture in Fig. 1c)
in terms of the shape regularity and the spatial distribution of
intensity profile.

Respective spectra measured at the indicated locations of CE and
jet beams are reproduced in Fig. 1d. Distinctive spectral features at
,520 nm and ,1040 nm are present in the all three traces, which
imply that an intrinsic connection exists between the CE and SJBs. As
it will be discussed later, four-wave mixing is most likely the primary
nonlinear process that contributes to the specific color of CE and
SJBs.

As it is depicted in Fig. 1a the jet beams themselves have a diver-
ging angle, which is determined to be 1.5 degrees. Such divergence
may be controlled or corrected with a suitable collimation lens placed
after the air plasma. In the case of double SJBs (see the right picture of
Fig. 1b) approximately 16 degree separation angle exists between the
two SJBs centers, and after proper collimation two narrow and par-
allel yellowish light beams with little divergence can propagate for a
long distance (Supplementary Fig. S2e).

It is also worth mentioning that when looking from sideways the
visibility of SJBs either collimated or not is in fact dependent on
the viewing angle in reference with the polarization direction of
the linearly polarized femtosecond laser beam. The highest visibility
occurs when the plane formed by the viewing direction and the SJBs
is normal to the input laser polarization direction, whereas the lowest
visibility exists when the viewing direction is parallel to the polariza-
tion direction. Experimentally, when rotating a half-wave plate
inserted in the incident laser beam path, the visibility of SJBs varies
periodically with ,80% contrast ratio for a fixed observation angle
(Supplementary Fig. S3).

It should be stressed that these jet-like beams of light are not
optical filaments (OFs). In addition to the significant differences
between SJBs and the conventional optical filaments in terms of
overall nonlinear interaction strength and interaction length, they
also differ at least in the following three aspects: firstly, OFs normally
do not exist beyond the plasma ball of higher electron density if both

optical filament and plasma ball are present19, and also as implied by
their names OFs do not diverge for a relatively long distance, whereas
SJBs diverge from their starting points; secondly, a single OF is
essentially a self-trapped pump beam accompanied by a large area
of energy reservoir and a low density plasma channel, but SJBs ori-
ginate from the surface of the high density plasma ball (See details in
Discussion in the following) and thus deviate from the input excita-
tion beam at the very beginning; thirdly, viewed sideways, OFs
always appear whitish while the SJBs after collimation are more like
colored beams. A more detailed comparison of major characteristics
of SJBs and OFs can be found in Supplementary Table S1.

Spectral measurements. To help understand the key characteristics
of the SJBs, spectral measurements are performed at four different
locations along the propagating light beam(s) as marked by the
letters A, B, C and D in Fig. 2a, and the measured corresponding
spectra are shown in Fig. 2b. Here, the double SJBs generated with
50 fs pulses at 2 W average power are collimated with a double-
convex lens of 75 mm focal length.

In Fig. 2b, trace A represents the spectrum of the scattered femto-
second pump laser pulses. The emission spectrum of the micro
plasma at the focus is shown by trace B, whose characteristics have
been studied elsewhere20,21. Trace C shown in purpose in the same
plot with trace A presents the typical sideways emission (See
Methods) spectrum of the collimated jet beam. This blue-shifted
spectrum (up to approximately 550 nm) implies the existence of
certain degree of air ionization along the collimated SJB path. The
spectrum of the collimated SJB that has a brilliant yellowish color is
shown by trace D, where two distinctive spectral bands with the
respective central wavelengths of approximately 547 nm and
1064 nm are clearly observed. Such a spectral distribution provides
us with a good evidence of degenerate four-wave mixing22 while
experimental recording of the Stokes waves (around 1064 nm) has
not been reported in the previous studies in this regard23. It is pictured
that the initial excitation laser beam with a central wavelength around
800 nm strongly ionizes the air molecules in the focal region and in
the meantime generates large amount of blue-shifted supercontinuum
because of strong self-steepening effect24. (For more spectral examples
taken at various locations across the nonlinearly diffracted laser
beams, see Supplementary Fig. S4). It is such blue shifted spectral
component that functions as the pump for four-wave mixing under
the right phase-matching condition. This result is in a good analogy
with the so-called self-phase modulation (SPM) initiated four-wave
mixing observed inside optical fibers in previous experiments25.

Two dimensional contour plots of far-field angular spectra may be
constructed from the spectral traces measured along the central
horizontal line of the diffracted beams that encompass single or
double super-luminescent jet beams, as well as many colored speck-
les (Supplementary Fig. S5). Such angular spectra plots can show not
only the existence of distinct Stokes wave in a more dramatic way, but
also their great difference from the reported X-waves26.

Discussion
For the relatively tight focusing adopted in our experiments, intensity
clamping14 as a result of dynamic balance between self-focusing and
plasma defocusing does not apply. According to the following
numerical simulations and our experimental conditions, the super-
bright micro plasma ball near the focal point implies that the actual
peak intensity of the light beam must be extremely high such that
the air ionization may reach saturation. Thus, in contrast to the
situations of filament formation where relatively lower intensity
(1013–1014 W/cm2) and longer interaction length exist, in our case
substantially higher peak intensity (1015–1016 W/cm2) and very short
interaction length are present.

The evolution of free electron density inside the laser-induced air
plasma is simulated following the method used peviously27,28, and the
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simulation results pertinent to our experiments are shown in Fig. 3.
Note that in obtaining the results given in Fig. 3, multiphoton/tun-
neling ionization is considered for intensity below/above 6 3

1013 W/cm2 respectively. (The red star in Fig. 3a marks the beginning
of tunneling ionization). We have also assumed that the ionization
process is halted as soon as the electron density reaches the neutral
molecule density in air (reo 5 2.69 3 1019 cm23). (Although double
charge ionization is possible in practice, this will not affect the elec-
tron density in an order of magnitude). As shown in Fig. 3a, for the
given pulse intensity the electron density reaches saturation at the
time well before the arrival of the pulse peak and remains saturated
for the rest majority part of the pulse.

Fig. 3b shows the calculated spatial distribution of the refractive
index of air plasma associated with the same set of input laser para-
meters as those used above. Apparently, there exists a saturation
region in the central focal area where the refractive index of plasma
becomes constant. The longitudinal length of this saturation region is
close to 1.2 mm, which is about ten times the Rayleigh range. And the
maximum lateral length of this region is about 27 mm, nearly four
times the radius of the beam waist.

With the properties of air plasma known, we can now better under-
stand the nonlinear divergence of conical emission. Compared with
the case of linear diffraction (without plasma generation), the
observed conical emission has a much larger divergence angle (Supple-
mentary Fig. S6), and this phenomenon may be qualitatively explained
by the refraction at the plasma-air interface of the saturated plasma
zone, namely, the so-called surface model of conical emission29. For
example, assuming an incident ray at the plasma-air interface with an
oblique angle hd, the corresponding refractive ray leaving the plasma

shell into the air will have an oblique angle hn that can be estimated
from the simple relation of np coshd 5 na coshn (na, np are the refract-
ive indices of air and plasma, respectively). From our simulation, we
have np < 0.9923, na 5 1.00027, and with these values we obtain hn <
7.9u for hd < 3.2u (at 1/e2), which appears in reasonably good agree-
ment with the experimental observation. However, in this rather sim-
plified model we have not taken account of the dispersion effect, which
will attribute to a substantial color separation.

Understandably, to analyze four-wave mixing that occurs at the
periphery of the air plasma zone, an effective refractive index n(l)
needs to be considered, which should be a mixture of refractive
indices of ambient air and air plasma. (For air, Kerr-effect specified
by the product of nonlinear refractive index coefficient n2 and the
peak intensity I should also be included). We thus have the following
approximate expression:

n(l)<(nazn2I)(1{
re

reo
)znp

re

reo
: ð1Þ

The first and the second items on the right hand side of Eq. (1)
represent the corresponding contributions from air and plasma.
From Eq. (1), it is clear that the ionization ratio re/reo plays a critical
role in the determination of n(l). If re/reo 5 1, it is 100% ionized, we
have n(l) 5 np. If re/reo 5 0, no air ionization exists and thus n(l) 5

na 1 n2I. It should be noted that the electron density re is also a
nonlinear function of light intensity30.

The dispersion feature of n(l) can be found out by the individual
dispersion property of air and plasma, which may be described by
na(l) 5 1 1 77.6(1 1 7.52 3 1023/l2)(Pa/T) 3 1026 and np(l) 5 (1

Figure 2 | Characteristic spectra in the super-luminescent jet beam generation. (a) Schematic diagram (top view) of double SJBs generation and the four

spectral check points respectively labeled as A, B, C, and D along the propagation beam. (b) Spectra measured at the respective positions A, B, C, and D

indicated in (a) for vertically polarized 50 fs excitation pulses with single pulse energy of 2 mJ. Trace A: the excitation laser pulse spectrum (red line);

Trace B: the emission spectrum of the micro air plasma at the focus (magenta line); Trace C: the sideways emission spectrum from one of the

collimated double jet beams (blue line); Trace D: forward emission of the propagating yellowish jet beam (dark yellow line).
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2 re(r,z,t)/rcr)1/2 respectively. Here Pa is the air pressure, T the
temperature, rcr the critical electron density. Both re and rcr are
wavelength dependent. In our case, while air ionization inside the
air plasma zone mostly reaches saturation as evidenced in Fig. 3b,
around the plasma-air border, however, air is very likely only par-
tially ionized. In Fig. 4a the predicted group velocity dispersion of the
micro air plasma for re/reo 5 0.04 is obtained on the basis of Eq. (1).

It is known that for degenerate four-wave mixing the following
energy and momentum conservation conditions hold22,31:

2vp~vszvas

2kp~kszkas

�
ð2Þ

where vi and ki (i 5 p, s, as) denote respectively the angular frequen-
cies and propagation constants of the pump, Stokes and anti-Stokes
waves, and ki 5 (2p/li)n(li) with n(li) governed by Eq. (1). As the
pump, Stokes and anti-Stokes waves’ wave vectors are all assumed to
be parallel to each other, the momentum conservation in Eq. (2) is
expressed by an algebraic equation. For a given ionization ratio, Eq.
(2) can be solved for different pump wavelengths, resulting in the so-
called phase-matching curves. In Fig. 4b a pair of such curves are

obtained for re/reo 5 0.04. It can be found that the data points of
547 nm and 1064 nm wavelengths are in good agreement with the
experimentally recorded FWM spectrum in Fig. 2b. Corresponding
to these predicted Stokes and anti-Stokes waves, a pump wavelength
of 722 nm is derived. Experimentally the pump wavelength trans-
formation from 800 nm to 722 nm must be caused by the other
nonlinear effect(s). At this point we also cannot derive and thus
explain why the ionization ratio is 4%. Instead, the ionization ratio
is used as an adjustable parameter in our calculation so that phase-
matching can be achieved at the wavelengths consistent with the
experimental observation.

Now let us discuss briefly how the lens shift or lens tilt leads to SJBs
generation. In the case of normal incidence, the entire air ionization
process is circularly symmetrical along the propagation axis, so does
the effective refractive index given in Eq. (1). In other words, phase-
matching condition by the second expression of Eq. (2) is met every-
where on the surface of conical emission cone. This conforms to the
measured circular yellowish color band of FWM in the CE cross
section. When the focal lens is transversely shifted, however, the
cylindrical symmetry of the focused beam intensity is then broken,

Figure 3 | Simulation results of electron density and refractive index distribution of laser-induced air plasma. (a) Calculated free electron density (blue

solid line) during the 50 fs laser pulse (green dash line) ionization at the focal point. The laser intensity axis (right column) and the time axis are

respectively normalized to the peak intensity (2.6 3 1016 W/cm2) and the laser pulse width (tL). The red star on the rising edge marks the switching point

from multi-photon ionization to tunneling ionization. (b) Simulation results of the refractive index distribution for the air plasma generated by focused

2 mJ, 50 fs laser pulses with the 100 mm focal length lens. Both transverse and propagation axes are respectively normalized to the radius of beam waist w0

and the corresponding Rayleigh range zr.
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and thus the phase-matching condition is met only at the specific
direction. Particularly, when the focal lens shifts towards one side, the
direction of higher intensity ray also deflects towards the same side
where the single SJB appears. When the lens is properly tilted, say in
the horizontal plane around its central axis, the astigmatism is intro-
duced in the focused beam, i.e., the focus in the tangential plane (also
the horizontal plane) becomes shorter than that in sagittal plane, and
in the meantime, the rays in tangential plane will arrive at their focal
positions ahead of the sagittal plane rays which is confirmed experi-
mentally using a time-resolved shadowgraphic apparatus15. This
means that air plasma is generated by the tangential plane rays before
the sagittal rays reach their focus. And spatially, this results in rela-
tively stronger air ionization in the horizontal plane than those in the
sagittal plane and so the intensity dependent phase-matching can be
only achieved in the tangential or the horizontal plane.

In summary, colored super-luminescent jet beams (SJBs) are
experimentally observed emanating from the micro air plasma
ignited by focused 50 femtosecond laser pulses of millijoule-level
pulse energy. Such jet-like light beam(s) of slight divergence, being
formed at the cone surface of substantially distorted conical emis-
sion, differ from the conventional white light filaments. Sufficiently
but not too tight focusing and proper shift or tilt of the focal lens are
critical in generating single or double SJBs. Short pulse duration is
also important in terms of having high enough peak intensity so that
strong nonlinear effect like self-steepening and photo-ionization sat-
uration can coexist for a relatively short interaction length. Spectral
measurements show that four-wave mixing at specific diffraction
angle(s) at the cone surface of disrupted conical emission is respons-
ible for the observed phenomenon. Once being collimated, these
brilliantly-colored jet beams with better coherence than the white

Figure 4 | Dispersive property and four-wave mixing conditions of the laser-induced air plasma. (a) Wavelength dependence of the group velocity

dispersion for the ionized air with an ionization ratio of 4%. (b) Calculated nonlinear phase-matching diagram for the four-wave mixing process taking

place in the single/double SJBs and CE cone surface.
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light from optical filaments can propagate over a long distance in air
and very likely they may find some applications in remote sensing in
future.

Methods
Experimental setup. A commercial 1 kHz Ti: sapphire femtosecond laser amplifier
system (Integra-HE, Quantronix Inc.) is employed in our experiments to produce the
800 nm laser pulses with pulse duration tunable from 50 fs to 16 ps which may be
conveniently obtained by misaligning the grating separation in pulse compressor
within the femtosecond laser amplifier system and single pulse energy up to 6 mJ. The
femtosecond laser pulses from the amplifier system is vertically polarized and focused
directly in air after being reflected by two 45u broadband HR dielectric mirrors. The
focal lens of 100 mm focal length is an AR-coated single plano-convex lens, having
one-inch diameter and always with its curved surface facing the incident beam. To
generate the super-luminescent jet beams (SJBs) the femtosecond laser pulses is first
aligned passing through the focal lens at normal incidence, by which the brightest
micro air plasma is obtained. Single/double SJB(s) (such as those shown in Fig. 1b)
can be then routinely produced by properly shifting/tilting the focal lens. Slight tilting
of the lens is made always through gently rotating the lens mount in the horizontal
plane.

Analyses of spatial beam profiles. To examine the spatial features of SJBs, a piece of
carton paper is used to partially intercept sideways the propagating beam after the
focal point so that side view pictures like that in Supplementary Fig. S2d can be
obtained. To find out the spatial power distribution of the nonlinearly diffracted
beam, a chessboard-like mask of alternative square holes is placed in front of the
largely diffracted beam spot and right before the detector head of an optical power
meter. Optical power at each hole is then measured with the power meter (NOVA II,
Ophir Inc.). From these measurements, an approximate power conversion ratio of
8.8% (or 13.3%) for the single (or double) SJB(s) is determined. Although the
transmitted pump beam in the near infrared (around 800 nm) still dominates the
overall power distribution especially in the central area of the beam profile, SJBs are
more pronounced in the visible spectral region. In other words, SJBs occupy a
significant portion among the laser produced supercontinuum. Such a feature is
verified by inserting in front of the power meter a short-pass filter (650FL07-25,
Andover) that rejects the pump wavelength and has high transmission for the visible
spectrum below 700 nm.

Spectral measurements. In spectral measurements, at location C in Fig. 2a the
scattered light from one section of the collimated double jet beams (or the sideways
emission) is coupled into a Shamrock spectrometer (Shamrock SR-750, Andor)
equipped with an ICCD detector (DH740i-18U-03, iStar, Andor). In this case, in
addition to the imaging lens, a couple of steering mirrors (not shown in Fig. 2a) are
employed for rotating the sampled source section by 90-degree so that the image
becomes parallel to the entrance slit of the spectrometer and so improved light
coupling efficiency is achieved. Spectral measurements at the other three locations
labeled by A, B and D respectively are made with a miniature fiber-pigtailed
spectrometer (Model S2000, Ocean Optics) of lower sensitivity but more convenience
of operation. In measuring the spectrum of the collimated jet beams (not the scattered
light) at location D, three optical wedges are utilized to reflect off the beam three times
and thus significantly reduce the optical power entering the spectrometer. It should be
noted that for all the spectral traces given in this paper the spectral response of the
detection system has not been corrected, and thus the relative heights of the spectral
peaks, especially those in Fig. 1d, trace D in Fig. 2b do not present the real signal
strength.
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